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1. Start your business letter with a header called Business Mail, usually with a company logo and company name. Place the logo in the business mail template. After text, always and write down the distance of 4.5 cm for headers in the page layout. 2.In order to focus better when reading business letters, numbers or points per line are
recommended, which can be removed at the end of 3. According to the rule, it is necessary to make the first 3 lines blank and then insert the recipient 4.with the new din standard, 9 lines will be available for future recipients. 6.The subject is not a rule in the business letter and therefore a free choice of introduction such as .B subject
matter or subject, it can be selected for free and unnecessary 7.The salutation is always left-organized in the business letter template and is separated from the subject line with two blank lines of 8. In business mail, you should pay attention to etiquette patterns, so please don't hey hello or serfus 9. Also note that paragraphs will make the
letters look clearer. 11.Give a free blank line and write a greeting formula of 12. 13. For signatures, three blank lines are enough, then under the signature, your name should be supplemented again with a PC computer for good delegation. Free business letter format template for Switzerland For downloading, printing and downloading free
sample templates for free download, it is followed here in this ch business mail template section. Mail templates for couverts with left or right window view, we provide you free font templates for your contacts for free download. It's never been easy to write a professional letter. You can easily customize the template to suit your needs. In
the business world, it is customary to align with each other in writing. Written yet written Even in private settings, you can't avoid writing letters. Whether you want to thank or complain, or if you contact an agency (e.g. the Tax .B Office), there is a standard for preparing letters. In Switzerland, this DIN standard applies only to a limited level,
but it always makes sense if you reorient yourself against it. The free mail templates presented here are based on standard DIN letter templates. This mail template has a Viewport for the left envelope. The sender is usually printed with a small font above the receiver on the left view window. For this mail template The sender is usually
printed at the top left of the right viewfinder, which is not above the recipient. Sometimes it depends on the type of couvert you already have. If you don't have a couvert with a window to see, it doesn't matter. Download the appropriate Word template to your computer. Customize sender (your address), adjust recipients (recipient
addresses) Adjust the location (your sender position) and the date, adjust the subject line. Here you need to find the right headline for the character content. For example, to make a complaint to write as a complaint, the word subject will no longer be used. Write the letter contents for better readability. Today, the greeting recipe is just a
friendly greeting. This is followed by three lines of white space for signatures. First and last names are advertised under signatures. Save the template to your computer or download a new Briefvorlagen.ch template if necessary Briefvorlagen.ch. All our templates are created with utmost care. However, we do not guarantee the accuracy of
the content of the templates and examples, which we do not charge on this page. If you find an error in one of our templates, thank you for the advice. We will correct the error as soon as possible. If you miss the template, please leave us a message. We are happy to prepare the template and put it online for free. With professional mail
templates, you can create letters in a short time on You can download mail templates (Switzerland) in Word format for free use in envelopes with a view window on the left or right. Are you looking for a mail template in Word for Switzerland format? In this day and age, written communication is becoming more important. Almost no one can
avoid writing a letter. To help you set up mail quickly and easily. The most important thing about written correspondence is of paramount importance in Switzerland. Private mail should be professional in Switzerland, there are still envelopes with left and right view windows on Muster-Vorlage.ch you will find free mail templates in modern
and classic style in word form, if you write a letter privately or as a businessman, the C5 envelope with window looks very popular sometimes, since you no longer need to create a separate label. As you may have noticed, there is an envelope with a window to see on the left and see the window on the right. Which envelopes (whether left
or right) you use may be more of a taste, because both comply with Swiss norms. Here you will find a mail template for envelopes with a view window, a Swiss mail template (Word format) to download, so that you do not have to tinker with your own template for too long, you can download your free Letter TemplateMuster-Vorlage.ch. The
template corresponds to the Swiss font design. We take into account the timeless design, but professionally when creating it. All templates can be found in Word format, all templates are available for free. Word font template for viewing the window on the left Classic style with sender in header area Download letter template #1: A classic
template for viewing the sender on the left side of the window in the Classic header area, and the timeless design is ideal for personal use, unprotected sheets. Mail templates can be freely customized, download directly download letter template #1 Word letter template for the view window on the right. Classic style with sender in header
area Download templates for couvert with view the sender window right in the classic header area and timeless design, suitable for personal use, unprotected leaves; Modern Style Download templates for Couvert with window view, link senders, modern mail templates above classical recipients, and timeless design, suitable for home use
and unprotected business letters sheets; Space for own logo free download directly download #3 template for viewing the window on the right. Modern Style Download templates for couvert with the right view window, modern letter template sender above classical recipients and timeless design, suitable for home use and unprotected
business letters sheet; The date will be updated automatically. Download letter template #5 – DIN 5008 template for envelopes with left window focused on modern DIN 5008 modern and timeless mail sender templates, superior recipients, classic recipients and timeless designs suitable for unprotected business mail sheets; Mail
templates can be customized free space for your own logo, free download letter template #5, free business letter template, as well as word file, download business letter template #6 Modern format of business mail, optimized for business contacts, is based on your DIN 5008 character/ our character footer with information about your
company space for logo (the letterhead with the logo should not exceed the height of 38mm), the automatic date field template can be freely customized - no free download document protection, free download, business template template to use the most appropriate letter template. No right or wrong, your taste decided. Download the
template to your computer and open it. Overwrite sender information with your own information (name, name, address, zip code, and location). The location is the sender's location, which in most cases should be your place of residence. The date is updated automatically for most templates. You can overwrite the date if you want to set
the last date or date. The subject is the reason for writing and must be understood as a novel. Open real content with the right greeting. If your letter is sent to a person, that person must be properly contacted: .B Dear Mr. Meier, if the letter is sent to an unspecified recipient, use the address. Dear ladies and gentlemen, Write the font
content according to the following structure: Main part introduction, ending the letter with a salutary formula, such as greetings. Don't forget to sign the letter by hand after you print it out. Save a mail template to your PC or download a new template from this website at any time. Mail Templates - Distance and Font Size The letter must be
This is done by simple design and adherence to the correct formatting. For example, certain formatting rules should be followed for the fact that the address appears in the correct area of the viewing window. KV-Switzerland introduces the following guidelines: Font size 10-12 points, left text writing aligned with simple line spacing greeting
formula. 'Friendly greetings' Using 25 - 30mm left edge, 20mm right edge, how can i use a font template? This letter template is mainly used in the field of personal and business contacts, as already described in the introduction to us, living in a time when written communication is very important. Especially if you want to thank or complain
with letters, it is important that the letter leaves a professional impression, which includes not only the content, but also the structure. In Moster-Vorlage.ch, we have various templates for free download, especially the following templates can be very useful for you: frequently asked questions about mail templates, how often we get mailing
or Facebook contacts about our free templates, that is why we offer frequently asked questions (FAQ) for this mail template - &gt; Can I change the letterhead for this mail template? Basically, we have our template for free download. We cannot and do not want to determine how you should use the template. Of course, you can change
the letterhead as you need. If you have made an exceptionally excellent extension, we are grateful for the feedback. We are always interested in updating our templates. Depending on the template you've downloaded, the address will be placed left or right. In our mail template As a rule, the font size is currently between 10 and 12. We
recommend a golden middle method with a font size of 11 because we believe that this font size is very readable. Do many public companies and insurers work with size 11 fonts? With our template, we always try to include useful features. Of course, we think the date field has been updated automatically. Can I use this template in
OpenOffice? Yes, all of our templates are not only for Word, but also for OpenOffice and LibreOffice. It's time to check all templates for 100% compatibility, however, we assume from the feedback of our visitors that it works very well in most cases. What should I do if I want to continue using this template? In principle, you can use the next
mail template for free. This is clearly what you want. However, if you want to download a template on your own website, we expect you to link our website and provide it as a source. Otherwise, you are free to continue using all templates on this page. Is this mail template really free or with hidden charges? In Moster-Vorlage.ch, we have a
free template for all situations for download, so our name is the program. There are no hidden costs or traps, so we also pay great attention to the fact that you can download the relevant templates directly and no user registration as soon as possible. But so we can pay for hosting and other operating expenses. We monetize your website
with Google Adsense, it's important for us that free templates are highly useful for users, so we're always happy to get suggestions and suggestions for additional templates. What distance do I need to observe in the letter? This question is not easy to answer because the question arises according to the standard you want to present the
letter. For example, in Germany, the DIN 5008 standard is strictly prohibited. In Switzerland, we do not know the true standards. We are guided by the requirements of the Swiss Post Trade Association. Therefore, the following distance can be assumed: can this template also be used as a personal letter? In principle, this letter template is
equally suitable for personal and business letters. However, the mail templates on this page are often used in private settings for personal contact with insurance companies and agencies. These templates can also be used for business contacts, but we also have excellent business mail templates for free download, can I use this letter
template for cover mail? Yes, this font template is also very good for application characters. However, we want to point out that we offer our own templates free of charge, especially for application templates such as motivation letters, letters, subscription letters, cover CV, even those templates can be downloaded freely and easily.
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